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About This Game

At the end of 19th Century, dark forces overshadow the world once again. A brave agent, experienced in exorcism and combat,
comes to face the oncoming evil, and fight loathsome supernatural monsters and horrific spawns of black magic. In the role of
the agent, it's your quest to combat sinister forces and to face a dark warlock of the ancient times and stop his plan to capture

powerful artifacts of black magic.
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A short lasting game for your guilty pleasure but hey, you can't go wrong for 59 cents and there's only one reason you'd insist on
wanting to think about buying it ( \u0361\u00b0 \u035c\u0296 \u0361\u00b0)

 This game shouldn't exist because my pp got hard and I ended up playing with one hand if you catch my drift ( \u0361\u00b0
\u035c\u0296 \u0361\u00b0)\t. The audio messes up for me, also THE TURN SYSTEM SUCKS, the duck you are battling
attacks 2 TIMES IN A ROW!! Really hard for me, the game gets boring after a while, and not worth the price. Pass me the eye
bleach. A comical parody of the VN genre, but not something I'd ever have spent money on without it being in a Humble
Bundle.. this is a good little casual :D. Bleed me dry. Game doesn't work with windows 8.1. When I saw Sumeru for the first
time, I knew that was for me. First, I played the demo version. I got charmed by the graphics - artwork-like, ethereal - and the
soundtrack. There was not much music, but more of unsettling sounds and silent melodies. The gameplay is pretty easy: we
combine the powers visible on the screen to let our character go. We build bridges, levers or even swings for that aim. If there's
a trouble, in the right bottom corner we can see some tips... but only if we solve the puzzles with the pictures of them!
The main plot of Sumeru is to escape the Sumerian World, like the game description says, and to release ourselves. The journey
won't be easy. When you look at certain tips, you may get confused first. I had such feelings during many rounds of the game.
But trust me - later you will understand that what looks complicated, isn't a big challenge.. A really fun and realistic banger-
racing game with great graphics although beware of corner-bombers.
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the only fun part of this game was clicking the screen and hearing the click sound from the side of the screen i clicked on. Buy
only if you want to lose money, the music track sucks balls aswell.
Is there a way to remove it?. Cons:

-no checkpoint system

-does not appear to have a relationship system typical to the Choice of Games franchise, however, the story plays out so
that it doesn\u2019t matter

-limited romance options

Pros:

-very strong story and equally well-written

-your decisions have great impact \u2013 if you fail to gain allies you will most likely fail

-stats matter \u2013 if you try a diplomatic option when you are known for taking the warrior route, there is a chance
things will backfire

-interesting characters with many different scenes to increase replayability

-added religious element \u2013 if you so choose, you can honor the old gods or embrace the new Roman God

A fantastic title in the Choice of Games franchise, try it out if you enjoy choose-your-own-adventure text-based games
and want to role-play as Arthur (or his female equivalent)

I recommend!

Cheers,
DJSF @DJSF's Rogue Reviews

My Website. The game is unnecessarily hard, boring, and both the keyboard and controller controlls suck♥♥♥♥♥ I don't know
why someone would play this willingly!. "Friendship... is not something you learn in school. But if you haven't learned the
meaning of friendship, you really haven't learned anything."

- Muhammad Ali

I really like the "Get Read to Run" mode.. This was one of my first VR experiences, 4 months later and it's still my favorite
even though it's just a demo. It's so relaxing and beautiful!. Would Have made an amazing game...if the devs hadnt abandoned
us all
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